l Introduction* We present here a systematic study of involutions (conjugate linear anti-automorphisms of period two) on a complex Banach algebra B. Particular attention is given to two types of involutions which make frequent appearance in the literature on Banach algebrassymmetric involutions (xx* has non-negative spectrum for all x) and proper involutions (xx* -0 implies x -0) where x -> x* is the involution.
In these introductory remarks we confine ourselves to B semi-simple. We show first that there exist such B, commutative and not commutative, possessing no involutions. If B is not commutative and possesses a continuous (symmetric) involution then B has non-denumerably many distinct (symmetric) involutions. This is false for B commutative. Any continuous symmetric involution is proper. The converse is not true but is shown to hold for B an annihilator algebra in the sense of [1] . Any two continuous symmetric involutions which permute must be the same. This is false for proper involutions. The conclusion is valid for proper involutions for B simple with a non-zero socle.
For £>* and ίf*-algebras we can say more, for example, any JB*-algebra or iϊ*-algebra which is not commutative possesses symmetric involutions of arbitrarily large norm.
2. General theory* Throughout this paper we are concerned with complex Banach algebras. By an involution on a Banach algebra, we mean a conjugate linear anti-automorphism of period two. By a real involution we mean a real linear anti-automorphism of period two.
We turn our attention first to the theory of real linear involutions on a commutative Banach algebra B.
2.1 DEFINITION. Let * be a real involution on the commutative Banach algebra B. Let 9DΪ be the space of maximal regular ideals of B Let, for lei (1) σ(M) = {f*\feM} .
From algebra we see that σ(M) e 9JΪ and that σ is a one-to-one mapping of 9Ji onto 9Jί which is of period two.
THEOREM. The mapping σ is a homeomorphism of 3JΪ onto 3Jί. For each M e 9Ji either
Proof. For the notion of a regular Banach algebra see [9, p. 82] . Suppose * is proper and σ is not the identity. Take 
(V). For any Me 2ft, xx*(M) = x(M)x(σ(M)) or xx*(M) = x(M)x(σ(M)).
Clearly xx*(M) = 0. As B is semi-simple xx* = 0, x φ 0 and * is not proper. The converse is trivial.
Thus for such B the only possible proper conjugate linear involution is conjugation.
The question naturally arises whether an algebra may have no involution or whether it may have a finite number of involutions. In the examples which follow we show that both possibilities may occur in the commutative case. We also exhibit a not commutative algebra which has no involution. However we show in Theorem 2.20 that for a semisimple Banach algebra which is not commutative if one involution exists, there must be an uncountable number of distinct involutions.
Let D denote the compact set in the plane which consists of a two cell together with certain arcs and simple closed curves as indicated in Fig. 1 . It then follows from a result of Kerekjarto [8] , that σ is pointwise fixed on 0. Thus D admits no homeomorphism of period at most two other than the identity mapping. and μ(g) = ^(t 0 ). Hence μ{w) = μ(/) + MfiO = /(*<>) + flf(*o) = w(3 0 ) + w(£ 0 ) -w(p). If one applies this formula to w = z 2 and makes use of the multiplicative property of μ, one obtains
Thus z 0 -p, or t 0 = p. In the first case μ(w) = w(t 0 ); in the second μ(w) = w(z 0 ). So all the nontrivial multiplicative linear functionals are given by the points of ΊflljE.
EXAMPLE.
There exists a semi-simple commutative Banach algebra which admits no involution.
Let D be as in Figure 1 . Let A be the collection of functions analytic in the interior of the cell 0 and continuous on D. Since D can be obtained from the closed two cell by adjoining successively three compact sets having one point contact with the set already available, Lemma 2.7 applies and the maximal ideal space of A is D. Clearly A is semi-simple. Since D admits no periodic homeomorphism of period at most two other than the identity, by Theorem 2.2 any involution must satisfy f'{M) -f(M). However because of the analyticity in the open cell, the latter functions are not in the algebra. Thus no involution can exist. Proof. Suppose that A@B has an involution'. Let e [ = u + v, ueA, veB. Since e[ is an idempotent, so are u and v. Since e x is in the center of Aφΰ so is e;. Then v is in the center of B and thus v = 0 or v = e 2 . If v = 0 we have for x e A, x f -e[x' eA so that A' -A. This is impossible as A has no involution. Therefore v -e 2 . Now e[ + e\ = e x + e 2 as e λ + e 2 is the identity for Aφβ. Then e[ = e x -ueA.
For ye B, y f -y'e\e A. Therefore ' defines an anti-isomorphism of B into A. Since A is commutative so is B. This is a contradiction.
2.10 EXAMPLE. Let A be the semi-simple commutative algebra described in Example 2.8 with no involution. Let B be the Banach algebra of algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices over the complex field. Then A φ B is a semi-simple Banach algebra which is not commutative and has no involution.
We now turn to the theory of involutions on Banach algebras without the hypothesis of commutativity, or with a hypothesis that the algebra be not commutative. It is convenient to consider certain special classes of involutions. Proof. Suppose xx* = 0. Now (x*x) 2 = 0, so that p(x*x) = 0 and (z[-~\X\\ oo) . Therefore spin) = Suppose that * is Hermitian-real on B. Let λe + a? be self-ad joint in B lf xe B. Then λ is real and x is self-ad joint in B. Since sp(λβ + x) = λ + sp(x), * is Hermitian real on B x . Suppose that * is regular on B and ^(λe + x) = 0, λ real and x e iϊ. Then if λ ^ 0 we see that or Proof. Suppose that * is regular. Let f> 0 be a maximal commutative *-subalgebra. By Lemma 2.13, B o is closed. Let w be in the radical R of B Q ,w = h + k,heH,keK.
Since * is an anti-automorphism of B o , iί* = R. Then w* = fe -fe e J? so that A 6 JB, fc 6 Jί. Then ρ(h\B 0 ) = 0, so that jθ(Λ) = 0 and Λ, = 0. Likewise λ = 0.
Suppose, conversely, that the condition holds. Let he H, p(h) = 0. There exists a maximal commutative *-subalgebra B o containing h. Since B o is a semi-simple Banach algebra by Lemma 2.13 and p(h\B 0 Proof. In view of Lemma 2.14, there is no loss of generality in assuming that B has an identity e. That (1) implies (3) has been shown by Gelfand and Neumark [10] . (They assume |[β|| = 1 and |[α;*|| = INI which is not necessary for this conclusion.) That (3) implies (1) follows from a result of Rickart [13, Lemma 5.3] . It is clear that (3) implies (2).
It is then sufficient to show that (2) implies (3). Assume (2) . Let heH, \\h\\ < 1 and let B o be a maximal commutative *-subalgebra containing e and h. By Lemmas 2.12 and 2.14 B o is a semi-simple Banach algebra. Hence * is continuous on B o (see [13, Corollary 6.3] ). Then the standard square root argument [10, p. 116] shows that there exists yeH, y 2 -e -h. Let / be a positive linear functional on B(f(yy*) ^ 0 for all yeB).
As in [10, p. 117] we see that
In contrast to the Gelfand-Neumark development we do not have the right at this stage to assert that / is bounded since we did not assume * to be continuous. For any x,yeB the following inequality has been established by Kaplansky, [7, p. 55] , by an algebraic computation (n is any positive integer).
Then from (1) and (2) we obtain
From (3) (with y -e) and the Bunjakowsky-Schwarz inequality or as in [10, p. 117] we obtain \f( 
Hence A XQ may be extended to T XQ , a bounded operator on the completion !ς> f of ξ>' /β The mapping x -> T x is a ^-representation of 5. By the arguments of [10] , there is a faithful ^-representation of B as operators on the direct sum φ of all the ξ>/(/ running through the set F of all positive linear functionals) if the reducing ideal {xeB\f(x*x) = 0, and /eί I }= (0). Let #eiϊ, sp(αj)c(0, 00). Let J5 0 be a maximal commutative *-subalgebra of B containing e and x. For y e B o , sp(y\B 0 ) = sp(y\B) by [10, p. 109] . As 5 0 is semi-simple by Lemma 2.15 it follows that there ex- [10, p. 159] ). Let
The arguments of [10, p. 160] now show that P is a cone in H. Let #=:e-u, ueH, \\u\\<l. As noted above there exists weH, w
-e-u. Also sp(x) = sp(w )a[0, 00). Hence βeint(Pn H).
Everything is now arranged for the validity of the reasoning of [10, p. 161 ] to show that the reducing ideal of B coincides with the radical of B.
COROLLARY. Any symmetric continuous involutions on a semi-simple Banach algebra is proper.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorems 2.16 and 2.12. The converse of Corollary 2.17 is false. Let B be the algebra of all complexvalued functions analytic in \z\ < 1 and continuous in \z\ <£ 1. Define an involution * on B by /*(«) = /(I). Then * is proper but not symmetric. Proof. Set # = '*'. It is readily verified that * is an involution. Note that * = '*'. Therefore it is sufficient to show that * inherits any of the stated properties from *.
Let
If xx* = 0 and * is proper then VV* -0, y -0 and x = 0. Also sp(xx*) = sp{yy*).
Thus if * is symmetric so is # . Suppose * is Hermitian-real. Let x = xK Then x r -x'* so that sp (x r ) is real. Therefore sp(x) is real. If * is regular, x = x* and ρ(x) = 0 hold, then /o(a?' ) = 0, x' = 0 and a; = 0. it is easy to check that ' is an involution on B. Let y = u\ ue H. Define * by the rule 2* = u-χ z*u. Then aj #*# = %-! Λ = u~2x*u 2 = x\ x 6 B. Clearly if * is continuous so is '. For B with an identity and an involution *, let
It is known [11, p. 27 Suppose that there are at most a denumerable number of involutions on B λ of the form '. Then there are at most denumerable many distinct closed linear manifolds in H of the form (Z Π H)y, yeQ. Denote this collection by {E n }. Now as e e Z Π H, each y e Q is contained in at least one E n , namely (ZnH)y.
Thus Qa{jE n . Let S be the set of real multiples of e and form, for each n, R n = S + E n . R n is a closed linear manifold in H. Let weH. For sufficiently large real λ, Xe + we Q and therefore H= [jR n . Suppose some R n = H, R n = S + (Z n jff)2/ where j/eQ. Then (ZΠ H)y = fl". Since eeiϊ, yr'eZ^H and thus Proof. We show first that ' = * if and only if x' = -x* implies x = 0. Given any z e B consider y = z -z'*. Then y* --y' so that y = 0 and 2' = 2*.
Suppose that £'=-#*. Thenxx' = -xx*. By symmetry, sp(tfx*) = (0). By Theorem 2.16, owe* -0. Since * is proper by Corollary 2.17, x = 0. Therefore ' = *. 
Proof.
Clearly ||('*')|| ^ ||(')|| a . Take any xeB and set x = y*', y = x'*. Then
llxINirOII ^ \\χχ'*'\\ = \\(vυ*)'\\ ^ p[(vv*)'H
From this we see that ||('*')|| ^ ||(OII 2 
LEMMA. In a B*-abgebra B, an involution is an isometry if and only if it permutes with the defining involution *.
Proof. Let the involution ' permute with *. Then '*' = * so that by Lemma 3.2, ||(')|| = 1. Then \\x'\\ = \\x\\ for all xeB.
Let' be an isometric involution. Suppose first that B has an identity. Since '* is a linear isometric isomorphism, by [3, Lemma 8 ] '* permutes with *. From this it follows that '* = *'. Suppose that B has no identity. Let B ί be the algebra obtained by adjoining an identity e to B. For λβ + x, λ scalar and xeB define Thus ' is an isometry on B x so that, by the above, '* = *'.
THEOREM. Let B be a B*-algebra or an H*-algebra which is not commutative.
Then B possesses symmetric involutions of arbitrarily large norm.
Proof. Let B be a JB*-algebra. By Theorem 2.22, there exists a symmetric involution ' which does not permute with *. Then by Lemma 3.2, H(')ll > 1. Set U ± = '*' and for each k > 1 define U k inductively by U k = (J7 fc _ 1 )(*)(i7 fc _ 1 ). Each U k is easily seen to be an involution. Also, by Lemma 3.1, || U k \\ = || U k^\ \ 2 for k> 1, whereas ||E7ill = ||(')ll a > l By Lemma 2.18, U k is a symmetric involution.
Let B be an iί*-algebra E(B) be the 5*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on B. Then S^S^ Also, using the fact that * is an isometry on B, we have ||L ft ,|| = sup ||α'cc|| ^ sup ||a'ic'|| ^ k sup ||a;a|| s Therefore (l)
Denote the norm of this involution on L(B) by HIO III (and the norm of ' as an involution on B by ||(')ll as above). Since

In particular ' is a continuous involution on L(B). Let A be the closure of L(B) in E(B). The mapping ' of L(B) onto L(B)
may be extended to an involution also denoted by ' of A onto A with the same norm and furthermore A is a JB*-algebra. Now by Theorem 2.22 we can select an involution ' on B which does not permute with *• Then by Lemma 3.2 applied to * and Όni, IIIOIII > l Starting with ' and * we form the sequence {U k } of involutions on B as above. Each U k is symmetric. Since |||(ϊ7 ft )|||-• oo, oo by (1).
The argument employed shows that if * is any isometric involution on so that h f --h and k f = fc. Consider the closed subalgebra ϋϊ generated by h. R is a commutative J3*-algebra. Since ' is an isometry on B (Lemma 3.2) and h r --h we see that R' = β. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that ' = * on R. Thus h' ~h and A, = 0. By considering the closed subalgebra generated by k and arguing in a like manner we see that k = 0. Therefore α? = 0. Theorem 3.4 holds for iί*-algebras. We do not prove this here as the fact is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.8.
We turn to some results for algebras with minimal ideals. We shall have occasion to extend (in our context) the following result due to Rickart [14, p. 29] .
3.5. THEOREM. (Rickart) . Let R be a ring and x-+x* be a mapping of R onto R of period two with (xy)* = #*#* and xx* = 0 implying x = 0. Let I be a minimal right {left) ideal of R. Then there exists a unique idempotent e, e = β*, such that I = eR(I = Re).
3.6. THEOREM. Let B be a Banach algebra. Let' and * be ttvo proper involutions on B such that '* = *' and let I be a minimal right ideal. Then there exists a unique idempotent e, e = β* = e' such that I=eB.
Proof. By Theorem 3.5 there exists a unique idempotent e, e = e* such that I = eB. We have to show e' = e. By the Gelfand-Mazur theorem eBe consists of all scalar multiples of e. We may then write ee'e -Xe, where λ is a scalar. Since '* = *', {ee'eγ = ee'e -Xe whence X is real. Let a be real and set w = ae + ee'. Therefore ββ'e = e. Proof. We show first that for any idempotent j, jj* = 0 implies j = 0. For j 1 -j* e K so that j" -i* has a quasi-inverse y,
If jj* -0, left multiplication by j shows that j = 0. Let I be a minimal right ideal. Then there exists an idempotent j such that / = jB. Now #* φ 0 and ϋ*i = Xj for some scalar λ. Then jj*jj* = λ^#* and, by taking * of both sides we see that λ is real. As above there exists y, j -j* + y -(j -j*)# = 0. Multiplication on the left and right by j yields (1 -X)j + jj*yj = 0. If λ = 0 then i*ϋ* = 0 so that multiplication on the left by i* yields j*j = 0. This is impossible. Then e = λ"Vy* is a self-ad joint idempotent generator for /. The uniqueness of e follows as in [14, p. 30] .
For an algebra B and a subset S let L(S)(R(S)) denote the left (right) annihilator of S in B. Following Bonsall and Goldie [1] . We call a Banach algebra B an annihilator algebra if B has no absolute left or right divisors of zero and if L(I) Φ (0) (R(I) Φ (0)) for each proper closed right (left) ideal. By [4, p. 697 ] every ίf*-algebra is an annihilator algebra. Proof. If * is symmetric then * is Hermitian-real by [5, p. 402] . Let (b) hold. Suppose that x*x = 0 for some x e B. If x Φ 0 then xB is a proper right ideal which contains a minimal right ideal /by [1, p. 158] , For some idempotent β, e = e*, 1= e£ by Theorem 3.7. There exists yeB such that e = xy. Then e -e*e -y*x*xy = 0, which is impossible. Therefore (b) implies (c).
Suppose that * is proper. If * is not symmetric there exists xe B where -x*x has no quasi-inverse and / = { -x*xy -y\y e B] is a proper regular right ideal of B. Now / is contained in some regular maximal right ideal M. By hypothese L(M) is a non-zero left ideal and therefore, by [1, p. 158] and Theorem 3.5, contains a self-adjoint idempotent e. Then e( -x*xy -y) = 0 for all y. Also ( -ex*x -e)y = 0 for all y. Therefore e = -e$*#e = -ex*(ex*y.
The idempotent e can be chosen as a generator of a minimal right ideal so that we can write exe -ae where a is a scalar. Let a -a + bi where α, 6 are real and set c = a + (α 2 + 1) 1/2 . Then (ex* -ce)(ex* -ce)* = (-l-2cα + c 2 )β = 0. Hence e#* -ce, xβ = (ex)* = cβ and -e = ex*$e = c 2 β. Thus c 2 = -1 which is a contradiction. Therefore * is symmetric.
3.9. EXAMPLE. Let B be the semi-simple Banach algebra whose elements / are functions of two complex variables x i9 j = 1, 2, such that each fe B is analytic for \x t \ < 1 and continuous for \x t \ ^ 1. Define /* by f*(x lf a; a ) = /fe, x 2 ) and /' by and /' by f'(x lf x 2 ) -f(χ if x λ ). Then it is easily verified that * and ' are proper involutions, that '* = *' but 'Φ*.
We call a Banach algebra simple if it is semi-simple and has no proper closed two sided ideals. By the socle of a semi-simple algebra A with minimal one sided ideals we mean the algebraic sum of its minimal left (right) ideals. For properties of the socle see [2, Chapter 4] .
Let Ij, j -1, 2 be distinct minimal right ideals in a simple Banach algebra B, Ij = e ό B 9 with e 5 = e) Φ 0, j -1, 2. A slight variation of the argument used by Kaplansky in the case e λ e 2 = e 2 e λ = 0 [4, p. 693] shows that ^5^2 is one-dimensional. (See also [11, p. 293] .) 3.10. THEOREM. Let ' and * be two permuting proper involutions on a simple Banach algebra with non-zero socle. Then ' = *.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.22, we must show that if x* = -x* then x -0. Take such an element x. Let / be any minimal right ideal. By Theorem 3.6 there exists an idempotent e, I = eB, e = e' -e*. Consider βxe = Xe where λ is a scalar. Then 0 -e(x f + x^)e2λe. Therefore λ = 0 and exe -0. Let I λ be any other minimal right ideal, I λ -e x B, e\ -e γ = e[ = ef. We shall show that βxe x = 0. Note that* the socle of B is dense in B,
Suppose that exe ± Φ 0. Now since B is simple, eBe x is one dimensional. Let w be any non-zero element of eBe λ . Write exe 1 = Xw 9 XφO. Then 0 = e λ {x f + x*)e = X(w' + w*). Thus w' + w* = 0. It follows that e x (y' + y*)e = 0 for all y e B. In particular y -e λ shows e λ e -0 -ee x .
Write x = h + k, heH, keK. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, Suppose that eke 1 Φ 0. Set u = eke λ . Then u' = e^e. We have uv! = αβ, %' w = ^i where α: and β are non-zero scalars. Since uu r is self-ad joint under ', a and /3 are real. Clearly an -uu'u-βu.
Then a-β. Suppose a--7 2 <0. Then (u + γe)(u + ye)' = 0 as ee 1 = 0. This implies that w = -γβ which is impossible. Set v = α~1 /2 t6. Then vv f -e and v'v = e λ . Consider the matrix units e i3 for the algebra M 2 of all 2 x 2 matrices over the complex field. If we make e correspond with e n , v with e 12 , v f with e 21 and e 1 with e 22 , we see that the subalgebra A generated by e 19 v, v r and e λ is a copy of M 2 . Also A' = A* -A. By Theorem 3.8, ' and * are symmetric on A so that ' = * on A by Theorem 2.22. But 0 φ u r = -%*. Therefore efc^ = 0.
If efeβ! ^ 0 set u = efeβx, u* = e^e and proceed in the same way using * as ' was employed above. Therefore exe τ = 0.
It follows that e$Q = 0 where Q is the socle of B. Consequently exB = 0 and e$ = 0. Since e is an idempotent generator for an arbitrary minimal right (or left) ideal, Qx = 0 and as = 0. This completes the proof.
4 Real involutions on commutative Banach algebras. In this section B will denote a commutative Banach algebra over the complex field. The space of maximal regular ideals of B is denoted as earlier by 9JΪ. With respect to a real involution ', we denote The item that is not available for real involutions as it is for involutions is that K = iH. Our object in this section is to relate the real involution structure in B to certain properties of 3Jϊ.
LEMMA. A commutative semi-simple Banach algebra is infinite dimensional if and only 3Jί is infinite.
Proof. By [9, p. 59] there is no loss in assuming that B has an identity. Suppose B is infinite dimensional. By a result of Kaplansky [6, p. 379] 1 -h + k + r 2 . Thus ke R and h e a + R, so πh = a + R. Thus H is infinite dimensional.
LEMMA. Let A be a semi-simple algebra over the reals and I a finite-dimensional two-sided ideal of A. Then A = 7φL(/) ivhere L(I) = R(I) is a two-sided ideal.
Proof. I is semi-simple and finite-dimensional so / has an identity e. Now L(I) = R(I) by algebra [1, p. 159] . Now clearly I -eA -Ae and e 1 -e. By the Peirce decomposition
where ( Proof. Suppose an automorphism of A of period two exists with K finite-dimensional. Denote it by *. Let /i, •••,/" be a basis for K. Let 7 be the two sided ideal generated by K. We show that 7 is finitedimensional.
Let xeA, x = h + k, heH> keK. Proof. By the preceding theorem (1) implies (2) . We show that (2) implies (1) . By Theorem 4.5, it is sufficient to show that 7 has a real involution. But 7 is a semi-simple finite-dimensional commutative Banach algebra with identity. Let s SR ι be the space of maximal ideals of I. But Lemma 4.1, 2)^ is finite. Then 7 is isomorphic to C{Sΰl λ ) and thus there is a natural involution on 7. Thus (2) implies (1) .
We next show that (1) Proof. In the notation of Theorem 2. Proof. Say A is decomposable, so A = I x φ J 2 wtih Ij an ideal, j = 1, 2. Let e = e 1 + e 2 with e ό e Ij, j = 1, 2. Then e 3 is a central idempotent so from (2) (1) 
Added in Proof.
The use of Theorem 3.1 in a paper by R. Arens, The maximal ideals of certain function algebras, Pacific. J. Math. 8 (1958) , 641-648 permits a simpler figure than that of Fig. 1 to be employed in Example 2.8. The paper of Arens appeared after the present paper had been accepted for publication.
